Secure Networking for Healthcare, Education, and Business Continuity Across All Industries

Overcome today’s challenges with targeted solutions.

Today’s rapidly changing environment has shifted operating models almost overnight. Organizations must expedite the adoption of technologies that modernize infrastructure, implement new processes and tools, and secure new endpoints to support a growing remote workforce. The most immediate changes have been within education and healthcare, though many types of organizations need a plan for business continuity.

With more than 30 years of experience and hundreds of certifications from top technology partners, Insight can help architect and secure your next-generation network to meet new demands.

Challenges Insight can address:

- **Rapid network expansion** to support pop-up locations, triage, and testing
- **Bandwidth and security policy requirements** for online education models
- **Limited capacity** of VPN user connections and firewall sizing
- **Increased security threats** due to lacking security controls within remote work scenarios
- **Temporary wireless needs** for healthcare triage, mobile testing, and K-12 education
- **Additional** network visibility, endpoint security, web security, secure access solutions (VPN, VDI), or other office extend technologies

Why Insight

- **1,500+** services professionals
- **3,000+** technical certifications
- **Deep expertise** in data center and IT service delivery
- **300+** network projects per year
- **>800** customers serviced

Strategic partnerships with all major technology providers
Offerings and capabilities

**Healthcare**

The medical community has an immediate need for secure, rapidly deployable networking solutions for mobile testing centers and temporary hospital facilities. Responsiveness and agility are of the essence during critical times, but changes need to be made with a keen eye toward security and compliance.

**Get support with:**

- HIPAA-compliant solutions
- Flexible network architectures
- Wi-Fi assessment, design, and deployment
- Point-to-point bridging
- Cellular LTE (backhaul)
- Outdoor Wi-Fi/hotspots
- Security (firewall, cloud, endpoint)

**Education**

State, federal, and health agency guidelines have made it essential to reframe and reformat the educational experience without sacrificing quality, and are leaving it to education facilities to determine the most effective model.

**We can help with:**

- Wi-Fi assessment, design, and deployment
- Point-to-point bridging
- Outdoor Wi-Fi/hotspots
- Security (firewall, cloud, endpoint)
- Cloud adoption services

**Business continuity across all verticals**

Most industries are facing disruption and need to plan for business continuity. The rapidly expanding remote workforce has placed new demands on networks, cloud, security frameworks, and the IT teams that support them.

**Get assistance with:**

- Virtual collaboration platforms (voice, video, IM)
- Remote access solutions
- VPN (new or expansion/optimization)
- Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)
- Endpoint security
- Office extend technologies
- Network access control, identity and access management
- Security and Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) programs
- Cloud adoption services
- Migration and consolidation
- Workload alignment
- Cloud on-ramp for SaaS and IaaS
- Storage and data protection
- Cloud cost optimization
- Managed cloud services
- Next-Gen Firewalls (NGFW), VPN, and SASE
- Endpoint security
- SD-WAN/WAN optimization

**Driving innovation with digital transformation**

At Insight, we help clients enable innovation with an approach that spans people, processes, and technologies. We believe the best path to digital transformation is integrative, responsive, and proactively aligned to industry demands. Our client-focused approach delivers best-fit solutions across a scope of services, including the modern workplace, modern applications, modern infrastructures, the intelligent edge, cybersecurity, and data and AI.

**Learn more at:**

solutions.insight.com | insight.com

**Getting started is easy.**

Visit solutions.insight.com/contact-us to connect with our team.
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